FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CONTACT: Wendy V. Long, Public Relations
(413) 685-1003

Jr. High Effort Awards

Huntington – Jason Finnie, Principal of the Gateway Junior High School in Huntington is pleased to announce the awarding of the schools’ “Excellent and Good Effort Awards” for the final marking period of the 2015-2016 academic year.

Grade 7-Excellent Effort
Parker Atkin, Katelyn Bean, Fiona Bowler, Jessica Bush, Madison Carpenter, Nathan Crane, Jenna Desormier, Hannah Duggan, Brian Forgue, Benjamin Hyjek, Rebecca Hyjek, Larissa Kingsley, Amy Lafosse, Dylan LaFreniere, Kylie LaMora, Heather McEwan, Ella Moreau, Madison Morgado, Sierra Russell, Anthony Scapin, Juliya Usataya,

Grade 7-Good Effort
Emma Bean-Barlow, Emily Bryant, Peyton Bucko, Greta Calkins, Chelsea Canterbury, Emily Cortis, Sofia DeLaCruz Rivera, Tagtgren Doherty, Victoria Kot, Matthew Krassler, Hunter Loomis, Melinda Main, Justin Marge, Daniel McKellick III, James Moffett, Mathew Main, Zachary Otterbeck, Brody Paquette, Matthew Puza, Gabriella Salvini, Ben Saunders, Nicholas Symmons, Kevin Venne, Logan Willemain, Kendyll Wing

Grade 8-Excellent Effort
Ava Auclair, Timothy Basak, Hannah Coffey, Chaya Golas, Skylar Gugenberger, Nina Iglesias, Charlotte Kazalski, Brandon LaPointe, Mary MacNeil, Joseph Ruffo, Matthew Ryan, Jacob Stevens, Pavel Usatyy, Grace Van Bure, Donna Viel, Sydney Webb

Grade 8-Good Effort
Rebecca Austin, Sarah Camarco, Shelby Christian, Briawna Corrales, Juliana Dickinson-Trenholm, Alexander Dudukal, Idona Dulude, Alessandra Fopiano, Erin Harris, Emily Herman, Joseph Lucardi, Autumn Marchetto, Kiara Markewicz, Brynja Miltimore, Ryan Orr, Maria Pless, Crystal Rucki, Livia Shepard, Ashley Sullivan, Jake Thayer

Students who have earned the School Effort Recognition Award have received comments from their teachers on their report cards which indicate that they display positive work habits, complete their work consistently on time, are prepared and attentive in class and are motivated to achieve.
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